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Recent advancements in artificial intelligence (AI) technologies have induced tremendous growth in innovation
and automation. Although these AI technologies offer significant benefits, they can be used maliciously. Highly
targeted and evasive attacks in benign carrier applications, such as DeepLocker, have demonstrated the
intentional use of AI for harmful purposes. Threat actors are constantly changing and improving their attack
strategy with particular emphasis on the application of AI-driven techniques in the attack process, called
AI-based cyber attack, which can be used in conjunction with conventional attack techniques to cause greater
damage. Despite several studies on AI and security, researchers have not summarized AI-based cyber attacks
enough to be able to understand the adversary’s actions and to develop proper defenses against such attacks.
This study aims to explore existing studies of AI-based cyber attacks and to map them onto a proposed
framework, providing insight into new threats. Our framework includes the classification of several aspects
of malicious uses of AI during the cyber attack life cycle and provides a basis for their detection in order to
predict future threats. We also explain how to apply this framework to analyze AI-based cyber attacks in a
hypothetical scenario of a critical smart grid infrastructure.

CCS Concepts: • General and reference→ Surveys and overviews.

Additional KeyWords and Phrases: Cyber security, AI attacks, cyber threat prevention, cyber-physical systems,
smart grid, attack analysis

1 INTRODUCTION
Over the past years, artificial intelligence (AI) technologies have progressed rapidly and their
capabilities have extended into several domains. From smart governance, smart buildings, smart
transportation, smart grids to smart “anything”, AI turns the flood of data into actionable infor-
mation. These AI technologies are useful for the cybersecurity field by collecting large amounts
of data and then quickly filtering them to detect malicious patterns and anomalous behaviors.
Therefore, a lot has been published with a focus on the advancements of AI, but less attention
has been given to the dangers of AI. The malicious use of AI is altering the landscape of potential
threats against a wide range of beneficial applications. Particularly, the threat of malicious use of AI
could threaten more complex systems such as smart cyber-physical systems, which have not been
studied thoroughly before. Smart cyber-physical systems (sCPS) refer to advanced CPS systems,
which are more interconnected through various technologies like the Internet of Things (IoT),
AI, wireless sensor networks (WSN), and cloud computing to provide a wide range of innovative
services and applications [1].
To a large extent, the interconnected nature of sCPS means a single vulnerability like the flap

of a butterfly’s wings can ultimately cause a tornado. Analogous to the “butterfly effect”, when
one part of a system collapses, the whole system will collapse with large effects. Therefore, the
increasing levels of interconnectivity and autonomy have given rise to an increased number of
cyber attacks. The impact of potential cyber threats has been extended from malicious uses of
AI technologies to enable larger-scale and more powerful attacks. Cybercriminals have started
to improve their techniques by including IoT hacks, malware, ransomware, and AI to launch
more powerful attacks. By carrying out these kinds of attacks, everyone is at risk due to the
interconnectivity and intelligence of the attacks. From this perspective, even if the progress of
research on the application of AI to defend against cyber attacks has already started many years
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ago [12], there is still uncertainty about how to defend against AI being used as a malicious tool.
This work attempts to fill this gap.

The goal of this work is to identify, analyze, and classify novel threats in literature that are
more sophisticated, highly targeted, well-trained, large-scale, and use AI maliciously. In this paper,
we define an emerging class of attacks: AI-based cyber attacks — the application of AI-driven
techniques in the attack process, which can be used in conjunction with conventional attack
techniques to cause greater damage. We developed a framework in order to better understand how
AI is weaponized and can cause large-scale harmful outcomes. The overall goal of this study was to
investigate the extent of this novel threat with the hope of helping the research community identify
suitable defenses against potential future threats. In particular, we focused on the threat of malicious
use of AI as a key concern for sCPS. In order to tackle our goal, we identified research studies
that show the intersection of AI and malicious intents to build the boundaries of AI-based cyber
attacks. We provided a structured approach by developing an AI-based cyber threat framework to
categorize those attacks.

The main contributions of this paper are the following:
• A state-of-the-art survey of current trends of AI-based cyber attacks through intentional
malicious use of AI technologies

• A framework for the classification of AI-based cyber attacks
• An attack scenario powered with AI on a smart grid infrastructure to illustrate how to use
our framework to analyze AI-based cyber attacks

Themain findings produced from our study are as follows:
AI-based cyber attacks: We found 11 case studies and classified them into 5 categories: next-
generation malware, voice synthesis, password-based attacks, social bots, and adversarial training.
AI-based cyber threat framework: We used a well-established model for cyber threat representation
to develop a threat framework to classify the studied attacks.
Scenario: We applied the framework to a hypothetical AI attack scenario on a smart grid infrastruc-
ture with the goal of demonstrating how the malicious use of AI can have a large-scale catastrophic
impact.

Outline. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide the background that frames
our research question to set the context of our study. Then, in Section 3, we analyze (i) several
existing literature reviews and surveys, (ii) existing classifications related to malicious AI, and (iii)
existing models on cyber threat representation. Section 4 explains the methodology used for this
study. In Section 5, we review the state-of-the-art research of AI-based cyber attacks, present the
AI-based cyber threat framework, and demonstrate how it can be used in the real-world case of
a smart grid. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude by discussing our contribution, the limitations in
our work, and potential directions for future research towards provisioning AI and security. The
conclusions are presented in Section 7.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Malicious AI
The malicious use of AI increases the speed and success rate and augments the capabilities of attacks.
Information and communication technologies (ICTs) and AI expand the opportunities to commit a
crime and form a new threat landscape in which new criminal tactics can take place. In the report
on malicious AI [13], the authors warned about the changing threat landscape by the malicious
uses of AI technologies. The AI field is broadly distinguished between the rule-based techniques
and the machine learning-based techniques, which allow computer systems to learn from a large
amount of data. Cybercriminals learn to use AI technologies-enhanced learning approaches to their
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advantage and weaponize them by automating the attack process. The shift to AI technologies
with learning capability, such as deep learning [35], reinforcement learning [46], support vector
machines [65], and genetic algorithms [21], has potentially unintended consequences, such as
facilitating criminal actions in a more efficient manner. Figure 1 shows the evolution of computer
crime towards the use of ICT and AI technologies. Technological developments introduce new
opportunities to commit crimes due to the “anonymity” of cyber criminal activities, the absence of
geographical boundaries, less pronounced legal restrictions, and the convenience of technologies.
Therefore, awareness of new trends in cyber crime is becoming significantly more important in
order to drive appropriate defensive actions. Based on the way the crime is committed, we can
classify it as a computer crime when it is carried out with the use of a computer and as a cyber
crime when it is carried out with the use of a network. Along with cyber crime, AI can support
cyber criminal activities without human intervention through, for example, automating fraud
and data-based learning. In the context of CPS, recent papers discussed advanced threats against
CPS from a different level of sophistication: an indirect self-learning attack on well-hardened
computing infrastructure by compromising the cyber-physical control systems [16], while another
study [6] presented a framework to build cyber-physical botnets attacking a water distribution
system, but without learning aspects involved in this attack model. Therefore, sCPS is a potentially
fruitful area for committing artificial intelligence crimes (AIC) [49] due to the decision-making and
interconnectivity features.

Fig. 1. Evolution of computer crime towards the use of ICT and AI technologies.1

2.2 Smart Cyber-Physical Systems
Traditional CPS are systems that seamlessly integrate sensing, control, networking, and computa-
tional algorithms into physical components, connecting them to the Internet and to each other [33].
CPS has applications in energy, infrastructure, communication, healthcare, manufacturing, the
military, robotics, physical security, building systems, and transportation [9]. Integrating networked
computational resources with physical systems that control various sensors and actuators impacts
the environment. Advances in connectivity enable the evolution of sCPS. The term sCPS refers to a
new generation of embedded systems, which are increasingly interconnected and their operations
are dependent on software, such as industrial IoT. They are becoming more sophisticated with

1Images from https://pixabay.com/pt/
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increased capabilities, which collect data from various sources to address real-world problems, such
as traffic management.

Authors [15] defined sCPS as: “Smart Cyber-Physical Systems (sCPS) are modern CPS systems that
are engineered to seamlessly integrate a large number of computation and physical components; they
need to control entities in their environment in a smart and collective way to achieve a high degree of
effectiveness and efficiency.”
A key to the “smartness” of those systems is their ability to handle complex tasks through the

features of self-awareness, self-optimization, and self-adaptation [15]. The feature of smartness
becomes apparent from sCPS being highly connected, having cooperative behavior with others
and being able to make effective decisions automatically. Bures et al. [15] said that “most of the
smartness is implemented in software, which makes the software one of the most complex and most
critical constituents of sCPS.” An outcome relates to highly sophisticated capabilities aimed at pro-
viding some degree of automation. Emerging technologies can be used to perform increasingly
sophisticated functions in various sCPS, including smart healthcare systems, smart grids, smart
buildings, autonomous automotive systems, autonomous ships, robots, smart homes, and intelli-
gent transportation systems, with little or no human oversight [47]. They represent the areas of
innovation that are integrated into many CPS components in order to improve the quality of our
lives.

2.3 Security of sCPS
Exponential growth of ubiquitous interconnectivity and automation creates more opportunities for
attacks and increases the risks for potential targets. Attackers can take advantage of the elimination
of the physical distance from their targets, and leave very little evidence of their attacking activities.
The attack surface is becoming larger, which may arise from multiple systems that are cooperating
together, making it difficult to recognize the system’s boundaries, especially when the system is
under attack. Even though the current threat landscape involves a multitude of actors, spaces, and
systems, attackers use different types of vulnerabilities to launch various attacks [26]. These attacks
include the complexity and sophistication in malicious actions in cyberspace, the monetization of
cyber crime, and more advanced persistent threats (APTs).
However, progress on the emerging sCPS can cause new types of abnormal behaviors and

activities in cyberspace, which would not have been possible without the emerging technologies.
Smart CPS are still vulnerable to cyber attacks and several challenges, which are related to both
old and new threats that need to be overcome. We expect attacks to be smarter, more powerful,
and more likely to create scalable impact by causing a high level of cascading damage. As the
authors [50] mentioned, a smart attack can be defined “as an AI-enabled attack in which malicious
actors can use AI technologies to attack smart components inside autonomous systems. The smart attack
is usually executed via a persistent, finely targeted, combined, and multilayered exploitation of multiple
security zones in a camouflaged way.” Bures et al. [15] said that this “smartness typically involves
more complex functionality and more complex interactions, which, in turn, increase the potential attack
surface”, and new vulnerabilities could be created due to the coverage of a larger number of users.

2.4 The need for a survey on AI-based cyber attacks
As outlined in the introduction, there is a lack of systematic understanding on the possible malicious
uses of AI technologies. The problem of controlling AI is big and it has started to be seen as a
serious concern globally [42]. The security industry and community need to understand how AI
can be applied to cyber attacks and where the weak points are, in order to find the best vaccine
for them [59, 61]. In 2016, researchers from the DARPA’s Cyber Grand Challenge [20] showed the
“dark side” of automation by automating the generation of exploits and attack processes. Moreover,
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in a new white paper [27] from ESET, researchers conducted a survey of managers and IT staff
in the most advanced markets in the United States of America, United Kingdom, and Germany
about concerns related to the use of AI in the cybersecurity field. It also provided an overview of
potential future “AI-powered attacks.” Similarly, a research white paper from DarkTrace [19] that
used real-world threats made predictions of how these can be made stronger with AI. In order
to deal with the complex AI-based cyber attacks, it is required to understand the state-of-the-art
nature of AI-based cyber attacks. In this study, we aim to classify the existing research relevant to
the malicious use of AI. Those activities will help us to stay ahead of cybercriminals and develop
appropriate defenses.

3 RELATEDWORK
3.1 Existing literature reviews & surveys
IBM researchers are studying the evolution of technologies and capabilities to identify new varieties
of threats, such as those related to AI-powered attacks [77]. A recent report [13] surveyed potential
threats from the malicious usage of AI within three security domains—physical, digital, and political
security—and proposed high-level recommendations to prevent and mitigate such threats. The
authors [13] proposed some hypothetical scenarios in order to represent the sorts of attacks people
are likely to see in the future. Brundage et al. [13] supported that the growing use of AI capabilities
will show three changes in the current threat landscape: (i) expansion of existing threats, which
deals with labor-intensive cyber attacks to achieve a large set of potential targets and low cost
of attacks; (ii) introduction of new threats, which deals with tasks that would be impractical for
humans; and (iii) change to the typical character of threats, which involves new attributes of finely
targeted, automated, highly efficient, difficult to attribute, and large-scale attacks in the threat
landscape.
The complexity, persistence, and improved capabilities of attacks in the present cyber threat

landscape have resulted in the growth of coordinated cyber crime. The first systematic literature
review in 2018 for the potential threats of AIC [49] reported the potential threats across AIC areas
where AI could be used as an instrument to facilitate criminal activities in the future. King et al. [49]
argued that AI crimes benefit from the advent of AI technologies, since attackers usually have
access to technical means. In the literature [49], the authors provided a discussion on two published
experiments in automating frauds by constructing personalized messages for phishing purposes,
and AI-driven manipulation of simulated markets. These two experiments along with a mapping of
related examples on specific crime areas raise security awareness as a focus for future studies.

Yampolskiy and Spellchecker [86] explored past failures connected with AI systems in order to
extend awareness to potential future risks. According to the authors, the probability of AI failures of
intended intelligence will increase in future AI systems, in forms that cannot currently be imagined
that can cause a much more serious problem without a chance for recovery. Additionally, study [64]
mainly focused on intentional malevolence in design, given the need to understand how to design
a malicious intelligent machine in order to fight against it and to avoid the deliberate actions of a
dangerous AI. Incorrect predictions can be harmful and crucial for critical applications, leading
to a surge of interest in the field of AI safety, with a focus on how to ensure safe behavior in
AI systems [3]. Finally, the literature on AI risk [76] summarized the arguments for the global
catastrophic risks connected with artificial general intelligence (AGI) and proposed some safety
measures for responding to such risks andminimizing the possible negative impact. The authors [76]
mainly emphasized the domain of AI safety engineering and its associated needs to create a safe
machine. Table 1 provides a summary of the key contributions of the related literature reviews and
surveys on malicious AI.
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Table 1. Related Work Summary Comparison

Article Year Contribution

The Malicious Use of Artificial Intelligence:
Forecasting, Prevention, and Mitigation [13] 2018

Summary of the findings from workshop and additional
research of possible changes to threats within three
security domains: physical, digital, and political security.

Artificial Intelligence Crime: An
Interdisciplinary Analysis of Foreseeable
Threats and Solutions [49]

2018
Identification of potential areas of AIC where AI can be
used as an instrument to support potential criminal
activities in each crime area.

Artificial Intelligence Safety and
Cybersecurity: a Timeline of AI Failures [86] 2016

Exploration of past examples of AI failures produced by
the intelligence on AI systems and expect that there are
more to come.

Unethical Research: How to Create a
Malevolent Artificial Intelligence [64] 2016

Guidelines for the purposeful creation of malicious AI
system to raise awareness, due to the fact that intentional
malicious design of intelligent machines could be even
more dangerous.

Responses to catastrophic AGI risk: a
survey [76] 2015 Literature review on AI risk, which emphasizes the

domain of AI safety engineering.

As mentioned earlier, existing literature reviews and surveys focus on the intentional or unin-
tentional design of dangerous AI with the goal of creating an unethical AI system, and do not focus
on using AI as an instrument of security attacks. In particular, Yampolskiy and Spellchecker [86]
referred to the concern of controlling intelligent machines and underpinned the failures of today’s
AI, while the studies [64, 76] focused on mapping AI risks when an intelligent system may be
dangerous at different stages in its development. Moreover, King et al. [49] identified potential
threats posed by leveraging AI tactics across areas of potential criminal activities and Brundage et
al. [13] provided information about what sorts of attacks could be expected from the offensive use
of AI capabilities. In terms of the automated actions with some levels of intelligence, no research
work, to our knowledge, has been published on explaining how AI can be misused by attackers in
a systematic way. We will review different attack strategies leveraging AI-driven techniques to
maximize their impact, and mitigation approaches that could be used in defending against AI-based
cyber attacks. Availability of such information would be helpful for advancing our understanding
about the emerging AI-based cyber attacks, and find appropriate countermeasures. In order to
show the new contribution of our survey, we compared the focus of our work with the focuses of
existing literature reviews and surveys, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. A comparison of our survey focus with focuses of existing surveys in literature

Survey Studying
malicious AI

Studying AI-based
cyber attacks

Mapping of new
attack vectors to
attack stages

Recommending
mitigation
approaches

[13] ✓ ✓ ✓
[49] ✓ ✓ ✓
[86] ✓
[64] ✓
[76] ✓ ✓ ✓
Our Survey ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

3.2 Existing classifications on malicious AI
Research efforts have been made to identify the new risks associated with AI at various levels of its
development. In 2015, Turchin [81] described a number of undesirable behaviors of an intelligent
system, which might lead to dangerous AI at different stages of its development. The proposed map,
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named “AGI Failures Modes and Levels,” provides a comprehensive list of failures modes in which
an intelligent system may be dangerous. Among his examples, AI can fail in the following ways:

• Before self-improvement of its abilities, it needs a huge number of resources that may have a
negative impact on environment.

• Stages of AI takeoff may use different ways to get away from its initial confinement and
create bad goals that can be extremely dangerous to humanity.

• Unfriendly AI may result in an AI killing people, due to implementation of a malicious goal
system.

• Failures of Friendliness, caused by flaws of friendly features.
• AI may halt due to either technical or philosophical problems.

A similar approach was presented by Turchin and Denkenberger [82], who proposed a classification
of catastrophic risks according to the level of AI’s intelligence. The three proposed levels are: (i)
“Narrow AI” associated with the current AI systems that require human intervention, (ii) “Young AI”
associated with the youngest age of AI where its capabilities are slightly above human level, and
(iii) “Mature AI” associated with the superintelligent level. This classification approach explores
several risks according to the speed of the AI’s evolution and capabilities above the human level,
which could have catastrophic outcomes.

Yampolskiy [85] classified the types of pathways leading to malicious AI system into two
stages: pre-deployment and post-deployment. The proposed taxonomy categorized the AI risks
into potential internal and external causes of dangerous behavior, including effects of poor design,
deliberate actions, and various cases related to the environment that surrounds the system. It
intends to provide a holistic view of different ways an AI system could have dangerous behavior,
from properly benign to completely evil.

3.2.1 Comparative study of the schemes. The main scope of the malicious AI is to leverage machine
learning (ML) techniques to accomplish two main goals that can be distinguished by the following
categories: (i) Adversarial machine learning, in which attackers fight ML-based systems indirectly,
by studying and manually exploiting weak points in ML techniques; and (ii) AI-based cyber attack,
in which attackers apply ML techniques to the attack directly against a security system.

The classifications [81, 82, 85] focus on summarizing possible risks associated with AGI and AI
systems as targets. In particular, most of the risks are related to building intelligent systems with
capabilities beyond our ability to control them. For instance, traditional malicious attacks on AI
systems, called adversarial attacks, occur when an adversary manipulates input data to fool the ML
algorithms, leading to misclassification. Although their works give an overall view of AI risks in
terms of adversarial machine learning, they lack the study of new forms of offenses emerging from
the malicious use of AI. We considered how the current level of AI can cause deliberate actions
that lead any particular system to acquire undesirable properties. The crafted input manipulation
refers to a malicious attack where the AI system is a target and not when it is used as an attack
vector. More precisely, Hansman and Hunt [38] defined attack vector as “the main means by which
the attack reaches its target” and therefore our investigation field focuses on when an adversary
uses AI technologies as a weapon to enhance his attack vector. Moreover, we wanted to go one
step further to identify defensive approaches that are needed to deal with the emerging AI-based
cyber attacks. We summarized the major differences between the study focus of our classification
of malicious AI and the existing classifications in Table 3.

3.3 Existing models on cyber threat representation
Attack development life cycle is a fundamental method to describe the process of conducting cyber
attacks. It is important to know how attackers work in order to figure out how to stop them. There
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Table 3. A comparison of our study focus with existing classifications in literature

Classifications Malicious AI Contribution

Existing
classifications [81, 82, 85]

AI can be attacked
by criminals

The main focus of these classifications is to
summarize possible risks associated with AGI
and AI systems as targets.

Our focus AI can be misused
by criminals

A map on the malicious uses of AI
technologies as a weapon to enhance the
attack vector, and it helps identify mitigation
approaches.

are different cyber attack frameworks used in representing adversarial actions and behaviors. The
most well-established models for cyber threat representation are: (i) Attack Trees [69] introduced
in 1999 by Bruce Schneier for modeling security threats in order to understand all the possible
ways in which a target can be attacked, (ii) Cyber Kill Chain [45] developed in 2011 by Lockheed
Martin analysts for detecting adversarial intrusions across the whole cyber attack life cycle, (iii)
MITRE’s Adversarial Tactics, Techniques and Common Knowledge (ATT&CK) [55], which gives a
comprehensive coverage of pre- and post-compromise techniques, and (iv) Mandiant’s attack life
cycle model [14], which emphasizes the modeling of typical APT intrusions, showing the repeating
nature of attackers to further escalate privileges. All the above models give a knowledge base of
the processes used by attackers, however, the Cyber Kill Chain has been widely adopted as a core
foundation for most existing adversary-focused models.

4 RESEARCH METHOD
4.1 Research motivation
Despite the significant benefits to humans, AI technologies inside of any computer system are
powerful and can cause the opposite results, if we rely on the belief that anything and everything
can be hacked [30]. Attacks can be beyond the ability of human intelligence. It is therefore important
to identify and summarize the adversarial steps throughout the cyber attack life cycle. The method
for this study is to analyze the existing case studies of AI-based cyber attacks, and extract relevant
information to propose a framework based on well-established models to better understand the
different features of each reported AI-based cyber attack.
We want to adopt an existing model for cyber threat representation to analyze the malicious

use of AI as an instrument in supporting malicious activities. Comparing to existing classifications
on malicious AI [81, 82, 85], our study focuses on how to model the phenomena of misusing AI
as an instrument in the attack process, instead of modeling how AI system can be attacked. The
relationship between our scope with existing ones is shown in Figure 2.

4.2 Research design
We utilized the method described by Molleri, Petersen, and Mendes [56] to systematically conduct a
survey-based research. The research process involved defining a research question and designing a
strategy to collect relevant papers, as well as analyzing and reporting the findings. The goal of this
research can be formulated into the following main research question: how will the malicious
use of AI change the cyber threat landscape?

4.2.1 Data collection. In order to retrieve as many relevant studies as possible, we identified the
starting set of papers with a focus on the area of malicious use of AI. The starting set was selected
by manual search on Google Scholar, to avoid bias of any particular publisher. We used manual
search method to retrieve studies due to the immature area and the difficulties in identifying papers
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Fig. 2. The proposed framework against the existing ones.

within our scope. After reading the title and abstract of each paper, we verified the inclusion of
the papers that we were aware of. The candidate papers were divided into three categories: (i)
existing literature reviews and surveys, (ii) existing classifications, and (iii) existing case studies of
AI-based cyber attacks. While the first two categories resulted in quite a small number of 5 studies
as shown in Table 1, and 3 studies as shown in Table 3, the last category returned more than 27
papers. We looked at the whole content of the retrieved articles to ensure that they are related
to the objective of the integration of AI-driven techniques in the attack process to maximize its
impact. At the end of this phase, 21 papers of the third category had been excluded. The reason we
excluded many papers was that only 6 papers addressed the threat of learning to attack with some
level of intelligence, instead of changing the behavior of a system via manual manipulation, such
as the traditional adversarial machine learning.

Then, we complemented the manual search with backward and forward snowballing technique
of the papers that belonged to the three defined categories for a better coverage of related studies,
using the snowballing procedure guidelines [84]. We examined all the remaining 14 papers from
the three categories and identified 5 new case study papers of AI-based cyber attacks, based on
snowballing. Figure 3 represents the three steps carried out in the search process to retrieve relevant
primary papers. During this iterative process, we reviewed the papers and developed the framework.

Fig. 3. Search Process Overview.
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4.2.2 Data analysis. An analysis of the case studies of AI-based cyber attacks collected was
conducted in detail according to the master attack methodology [28] to identify the adversarial
strategies. To extract details of the attacks, we followed a path for the representation of an attack
anatomy based on “what” the attacker’s intent is, “how” it is satisfied by the malicious use of AI,
“when” it is represented in the phasing sequence of the cyber attack life cycle, and “where” the
attack could occur and its associated impact. At the end of each case, we tried to identify some
defensive strategies against the AI-based cyber attacks case studies.

To build the framework from the extracted information of analyzing the existing case studies in
literature, we adopted the Cyber Kill Chain as a core in our framework because it provides a well-
defined sequence of stages in a cyber attack. The Cyber Kill Chain can describe the steps for many
attacks, as Patrick Reidy [68] said “the intrusion kill chain is excellent for attacks, but does not exactly
work for insider threats.” Working with the well-established Cyber Kill Chain, it allows the future
deployment of intelligent defenses by giving the opportunity to disrupt a cyber attack in progress.
The Cyber Kill Chain framework consists of the following stages: “reconnaissance, weaponization,
delivery, exploitation, installation, command and control (C2), and actions on objectives” [45].

• Reconnaissance includes a preliminary research on identification, selection, and profiling of
potential targets to understand their behavior.

• In theWeaponization stage, a cyber weapon with malicious payload is implemented.
• In the Delivery stage, the cyber weapon is transmitted to the target without being detected.
• During the Exploitation stage, the malicious payload is executed within the target system.
• In the Installation stage, the malware is installed, allowing the adversary to gain remote
access.

• In the C2 stage, the attacker establishes a command channel for remote manipulation of the
target.

• Finally, in the Actions on Objectives stage, the attacker executes the actions on the target to
achieve his objectives.

5 RESULTS
The results are based on analyzing the data collected from the 11 reviewed case studies of AI-based
cyber attacks with our minimal interpretations. We classified the attacks into five categories: next-
generation malware, voice synthesis, password-based attacks, social bots, and adversarial training.
Related to these categories, we proposed an AI-based cyber threat framework based on the Cyber
Kill Chain. The main purpose of using Cyber Kill Chain is to understand multiple attacks, allowing
defenders to align their defensive measures in accordance with the attack stages. Likewise, our
framework can be used similarly to understand and inform mitigation strategies against attacks
using AI as an instrument in supporting malicious activities. We use a hypothetical AI attack
scenario on a smart grid infrastructure to explain how to use our framework to identify AI-based
cyber attacks and their corresponding defense strategies.

5.1 Existing case studies of AI-based cyber attacks
New technologies are rapidly expanding the cyber threat landscape, which opens up to a wide range
of dangerous scenarios with more powerful impacts. The authors [13] warned about the malicious
uses of AI using some hypothetical scenarios within three security domains: physical, digital, and
political security. One scenario showed the possibilities of an automated exploit generation in
the real world. Criminals can use fuzzing techniques to create a next-generation malware that
continuously updates itself with new exploits and affects millions of vulnerable devices. In 2017, an
automated learning technique [67] was presented based on neural networks to predicate promising
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locations in input files for the discovery of unexpected behaviors. It allowed for the creation
of malicious inputs, based on past fuzzing explorations to improve the effectiveness of fuzzing.
Similarly, researchers from Microsoft have developed a neural fuzzing method for augmenting the
procedure of discovering security vulnerabilities [10]. However, this technique can be adopted by
organized cybercriminals to deploy a new type of malware. In today’s research, various studies
have been introduced regarding ways to use AI technologies maliciously, including different attack
goals that could cause enormous damage to the environment and to the human population. Several
existing examples are contributing to the need to understand AI as a weapon to launch attacks,
which are summarized in Table 4.

5.1.1 Next-generation malware. Global attention has been paid to the hypothetical scenario of
small remotely piloted drones with the ability to recognize potential targets and attack them with
explosives [17]. Therefore, this scenario could affect millions of devices and systems without being
detected by malware analysis tools. In a traditional attack, people are infected with malware when
a sophisticated malware uses encryption to hide the attack payload, and obfuscation or a sandbox
to avoid being analyzed by antivirus systems. Moreover, when attackers want to infiltrate targets
with malware, they need to also conceal the trigger conditions as a command either embedded in
the malware or executed remotely. However, malware can be captured and reverse-engineered to
determine how it reached the malicious situation. A representative example [22] is the development
of a new class of evasive and highly targeted malware using deep learning algorithms to perform
malicious tasks, which makes it impossible to be detected using traditional techniques. A similar
attack strategy was proposed by Liu et al. [51] using a low-cost modular methodology to hide
malicious payloads in legitimate neural network models and conduct neural Trojan attacks.

DeepLocker.
What. DeepLocker is a highly targeted and evasive malware, which takes advantage of the weak-
ness in understanding how a black-box AI model reaches its decisions. The goal of this malware is
twofold: (i) concealing its malicious intent, and (ii) activating it only for specific targets.
How. Kirat et al. [22] utilized the same deep neural network (DNN) to achieve the two afore-
mentioned goals: (1) DNN for concealment. The DNN is trained with several attributes for target
identification, including geolocation, and voice and facial recognition. The attacker attempts to send
the trigger condition hidden in the DNN model and convert the concealed trigger condition itself
into a key that is needed to unlock the attack payload. Then, the victim can download the affected
application without it being detected by antivirus. (2) DNN for unlocking. The DNN generates the
key, which unlocks the malicious payload. The derivation of the unlocking key is based on the
target attributes that go as input data to the DNN when it recognizes the right target. For example,
when the victim launches the application, it would feed camera snapshots into the embedded DNN
model and the WannaCry-ransomware (malicious payload) will be secretly executed for the right
person; in all the other cases, it will be inactive.
When. The first goal can be achieved in the “Delivery” phase, where the attacker attempts to
avoid detection and hides its intent until it finds the right victim to unlock the ransomware. The
second goal can be achieved in the “C2 ” phase, where the attacker can control and activate existing
self-destructive mechanisms by unlocking attack conditions when the specific target is identified.
Where. A video conferencing application was the target to conceal the malicious payload, but it
can also happen to other benign carrier applications. The trigger condition and the derivation of an
unlocking key for the attack payload are transformed into a DNN, which is very hard to decipher
or reverse engineer. Therefore, the impact can be the execution of any malicious action on specific
victims without being detected.
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Defense. Defenses have not been implemented yet, but Kirat et al. [22] proposed some measures
such as reducing access to sensors or cyber deception in order to misdirect and deactivate malware
for future work.

Smart Malware.
What. While researchers have extensively considered the security of CPS itself [34, 44], less at-
tention has been paid to the potential indirect cyber attacks on CPS through the surrounding
systems that affect its operation. A recent example [16] shows the construction of a self-learning
malware that can compromise the environmental parameters connected to the cooling of the
computing infrastructure (CI) while the malicious actions masquerade as accidental failures. To
reduce the likelihood of detection, an indirect attack approach learns attack strategies from CPS
measurement data to launch a failure injection attack to the CI. The goal of the malware is twofold:
(i) learning attack strategies from the CPS measurement data to corrupt the cooling capacity, and (ii)
propagating stealthily to the target CI, causing a system-wide outage. Traditionally, the attackers
would randomly infect the values of random parameters, causing high probability of detection due
to its alteration inconsistency. However, authors demonstrated a more sophisticated approach by
carefully crafting attack strategies inferred from CPS measurement data.
How. Chung et al. [16] presented a self-learning malware with learning aspects by exploiting
the dependency of the CI on surrounding systems that manage the environment in which the CI
operates. The operational environment of the CI constitutes many CPS that optimizes the control
of room temperature or the cooling capacity. In this attack, the malware has access to the database
that stores the CPS measurement data, and can automatically infer attack strategies and trigger
the attack by injecting a strategic failure at an optimal time, aiming to maximize the impact of
the exposure. This is how the smart self-learning malware proceeds: (1) Data preparation. Using
k-means clustering method, Chung et al. [16] classified the data to infer characteristics for each
mode of operation. The analysis of CPS operational data is critical to identify potential failures
in control systems that reflect the status of CI. (2) Parameter analysis. While the malware can
inject false values into the parameters leading to the making of wrong decisions, the selection of
target parameters would be extremely critical because it is needed to capture the highly correlated
relationships among the parameters in the cooling facility that can eventually cause failures of
CI. Thus, the proposed correlation-based approach increases the success probability. (3) Inference
of critical condition. Each critical parameter is checked for its abnormal values. The abnormality
detection in failure-related measurements identifies the appropriate attack strategies or failure
scenarios for the CPS-induced CI outages. Therefore, the identified attack strategies include the
critical parameters and their abnormal sequence of values to overwrite that can trigger anomalies
in the CPS and cascade impact to the CI.
When. Taking advantage of the knowledge from the CPS-related failure data, the attacker can
collect useful information about the target, and hence, the strategic analysis and selection of pa-
rameters and values could happen in the “Reconnaissance” phase.
Where. The indirect attack targets the CI as the final target system through targeted intrusion of
environmental control systems. In particular, the authors studied failures of the supercomputer
called Blue Waters at the University of Illinois with dedicated cooling systems. The attack corrupted
the cooling capacity and triggered failure of a well-protected CI, eventually, causing a system-wide
outage. The results indicate that triggering intentional failures to control systems is critical for the
reliable operation of the Blue Waters supercomputer.
Defense. Such advanced threats can be difficult to detect since they indirectly corrupt the func-
tionality of CI without leaving any trace of malicious activity. Chung et al. [16] discussed some
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potential mitigation approaches: (i) intrusion detection system (IDS) in the control network, (ii)
stricter security policies of control CPS with multi-factor authentication, and (iii) system-level
security monitoring to validate the physical aspects of measurements. The first mitigation approach
will use the same steps of the proposed attack strategy for defensive purposes to reinforce the
control logic in order to detect and handle such abnormalities in real time.

5.1.2 Voice synthesis. AI-supported voice synthesis technologies [8] can raise new types of frauds,
by imitating someone’s voice for malicious purposes such as gathering sensitive data for bank-
ing transactions. A recent example [52] is the voice imitation algorithm, called Lyrebird, which
demonstrates the ability to mimic the speech of a real person and create a speechbot that talks in
the same way as the given voice. A similar well-known application is VoCo, an Adobe prototype
software, which enables users to imitate the original speaker’s voice or change some words in
his speech recording without altering the natural characteristics of the original. However, the
use of synthetization of human voices has ethical and legal challenges that should be considered.
AI-supported voice synthesis can imitate someone’s voice patterns, by using the fast classification
and capabilities from AI to create frauds against biometric security processes. Moreover, smart toys
and smart TVs can gather voice recordings, providing lots of opportunities for synthetization. In a
traditional attack, the attacker records the user’s activation voice and then performs the attack by
sending malicious voice commands to Voice Assistant (VA) using the recorded activation voice.
However, the voice commands are played through the smartphone’s speaker and the user may
be aware of it. The traditional way of launching attacks only under certain conditions, as Diao et
al. [23] presented, is not effective because the attack could only be launched at night when the
victim is not using the smartphone.

Stealthy Spyware.
What. Recent work [89] shows that applications such as built-in VAs in smartphones can be used as
a backdoor for attackers to hack into smartphones and gain access to system resources and private
information. The authors proposed an attack framework using AI technologies to record activation
voices stealthily and determine the right time to launch the attack. The goal of this spyware is
twofold: (i) synthesizing activation keywords in a stealthy way, and (ii) sending malicious voice
commands to VA on smartphones and asking them to perform tasks at an optimal attacking time,
thereby hacking into the smartphones and remaining undetectable by users and antivirus tools.
How. Zhang et al. [89] created an attack, by disguising the spyware as a microphone-controlled
game. First, the attacker attempts to fool the user into granting the permissions required to perform
the following malicious actions, without being noticed by the user and the antivirus tools. This is
how this specific stealthy spyware works when the game is launched: (1) Phone call state monitoring.
The module State Monitoring and Voice Recording (SMVR) monitors the smartphone call status.
When the microphone is activated, it starts recording the voice of the user stealthily from incoming
and outgoing calls that the microphone receives. (2) Recording and synthesizing activation command.
The module Activation Voice Manipulation (AVM) processes the recorded voice, and synthesizes the
activation keywords by integrating natural language processing (NLP) techniques. (3) Environment
monitoring. The design of a recognition module, called Intelligent Environment Detection (IED),
determines the optimal time and volume to play the “attacking voice,” without being noticed by
users. It collects ambient data through the built-in smartphone sensors (e.g., microphone to record
ambient sound, ambient light sensor, accelerometer to model movement patterns) based on six
real-world scenarios, which are then fed into a ML-based environment recognizer in order to decide
the right time to launch the attack. More precisely, using a random forest (RF) classifier to make
predictions about the movement intensity of the user relies on built-in smartphone accelerometer,
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which can detect effective attack opportunities. (4)Attacking via speaker. Themodule Voice Assistant
Activation and Control (VAC) plays the activation voice, and attacking commands can be executed
by the VA in a certain volume based on the results from the IED.
When. In the “Weaponization” phase, the attacker can synthesize attacking voice commands by
imitating the legitimate user’s voice. Once the attacker acquires the activation voice, the intelligent
stealthy module IED can decide the suitable time to launch the attack. Therefore, this is an example
of an intelligent way of adapting to the targeting environment and launching attacks by triggering
an attack only under certain conditions.
Where. The VA developed by Google, named Google Assistant, was the target. However, in general,
any speech-based security system could be a potential victim for frauds with wide-ranging impact
from opening doors to obtaining confidential information.
Defense. Defense approaches can be the source identification of the voice commands via the
built-in smartphone speaker to be able to disable them and to discriminate between human and
machine-based voices.

5.1.3 Password-based attacks. The other two case studies show the emerging next-generation
password-based attacks, which are more efficient and smarter at cracking passwords. The first
case study shows how AI can be trained to generate new potential passwords by self-learning and
constructing the attacking dictionary in a more intelligent way based on patterns derived from
prior passwords. The outcome is a new intelligent and improved dictionary. Similarly, in the second
case study, the authors tried to extend password dictionaries using ML-generated password rules
to determine password properties autonomously. Their idea was to train a generative adversarial
network (GAN) to learn password distribution from real password leaks.

Next-generation password brute-force attack.
What. AI-based password brute-force attacks [80], which change the construction of the attacking
dictionary using self-learning processes, are the next generation of password brute-force attacks.
The goal is to recognize patterns in old passwords and automatically generate new candidate
passwords. Past password execution behavior can guide future mutations with better probability
in guessing correctly. Authors train a recurrent neural network (RNN) model that learns how to
construct password guesses for cracking with better success probability. Traditional password
brute-force attacks are based on a crafted attacking dictionary, a set of likely passwords filled with
prior passwords, or random and meaningful words to compare against user passwords. However,
the speed and efficiency of cracking passwords is closely connected with the construction and
updating of the dictionary.
How. Trieu and Yang [80] used an open-source ML algorithm, called Torch-rnn, for character-level
language modeling to generate new candidate passwords by following a similar pattern based
on prior passwords. The AI-generated passwords were produced as follows: The RNN is trained
by past captured password sequences and will allow attackers to generate new passwords by
predicting one character every time. At each timestamp, the RNN updates its hidden state, by
recognizing patterns over sequences to make a prediction. This is the process of modeling the
probability distribution of the next character in the sequence, given the previous characters. These
neural network’s predictions will allow attackers to invent novel words, which present highly
likely passwords. The character-level language modeling with neural networks learns patterns
from the past and predicts the next character in a sequence, by generating new passwords in a
specific style [36, 53, 78]. As a consequence, the attacking dictionary can be constructed in a more
intelligent way, by self-generating an infinite number of possible passwords and inserting them in
real time.
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When. This action can happen in the “Weaponization” phase, where attackers can create an
automated weaponizer tool for cracking the correct passwords.
Where. Computer systems’ authentication mechanisms, which are based on something the user
knows and require password authentication, are potential targets. Therefore, the impact is a higher
success rate of cracking the correct passwords, and improved attacking performance.
Defense. Some defensive strategies can include combining multi-factor authentication mechanisms
for efficient and secure authentication, and choosing passwords by using random combinations of
characters.

PassGAN.
What. PassGAN [41] is a novel approach to generating high-quality password guesses with no user
intervention. The attack is performed by properly training a GAN. The goal is to learn the distribu-
tion from previous password leaks and extract password properties and structures autonomously
in order to identify highly likely candidate passwords. Traditional password guessing techniques
are based on (i) brute force, which involves exhaustively trying all possible character combinations,
(ii) a dictionary, which involves using a set of likely words and previous password leaks in hopes
of guessing correctly, or (iii) rule-based approaches, which involves defining generation rules for
possible password transformation such as concatenation, or mixed letter case. However, these
traditional techniques can capture only specific subsets of password space that match only with
the available human-generated rules based on intuition about how users select passwords.
How. Hitaj et al. [41] developed an attack that allows for training a GAN properly to generate
targeted samples based on the training set. This is how GAN is being used to generate passwords
automatically: The GAN comprises two DNNs: a generative DNN (G) and a discriminative DNN
(D). There is also a training dataset, which contains a set of leaked passwords called “real password
samples.” The generator G is trained by a noise vector, which represents a random probability
distribution and produces a sequence of vectors, called “fake password samples.” Real and fake
samples are given as input to the discriminator D, and then D learns to distinguish between the fake
and real samples. The whole procedure is called adversarial because G forces D to leak information
to G when trying to learn the original distribution of real password leaks.
When. This action can happen in the “Weaponization” phase, where attacker can create an auto-
mated tool to subsequently generate highly likely candidate passwords.
Where. Computer systems’ authentication mechanisms, which are based on something the user
knows and require password authentication, are potential targets. Therefore, the impact is the
generation of a larger number of high-quality password guesses against the traditional approaches.
Defense. This work forces the development of some defensive strategies such as re-evaluation of
password policies that will help the password-based authentication systems to be more secure, or
the use of two-factor authentication.

5.1.4 Social bots. Advances of cyber attacks in the context of automating attack actions with some
level of intelligence can be applied to a botnet attack scenario. Attackers could leverage ML-based
techniques to build intelligent botnets made of autonomous intelligent bots that could decide on
the fly what should be done according to the context, mission, and targets. The concept of the
intelligent botnets allows the bots to conduct reconnaissance on their surrounding environment
and make decisions on their own, without needing C2 channel. Danziger et al. [18] presented a
theoretical model of an intelligent botnet based on multi-agent systems (MAS). By embedding the
learning process in the intelligent bots, they can have the ability to learn from the experiences in
the environment and decide the more efficient way to accomplish their mission. The impact of
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such attacks can be fast and stealthy propagation on many devices, resulting in the need for new
detection approaches but they have not been implemented yet.
The emergence of AI-powered social bots [2] enabled by sophisticated AI capabilities has two

sides: simplifying data collection and data analysis. These procedures can happen at the same
time to deploy powerful influence campaigns in social media networks. Much more sophisticated
botnets can introduce new forms of malicious activity, because of their ability to influence large
groups, through coordinated information operations and well-coordinated influence campaigns
as Kim et al. [48] presented. Many current natural language processing tasks are performed with
supervised learning on large datasets. New text generation models are also good at mimicking
human writing without any explicit supervision [66]. However, it can be abused by attackers to
create malicious text generators that can automate the phishing attack process by impersonating
others. In this context, we analyzed three case studies in which attackers can reach larger groups
of targets to satisfy their objectives.

SNAP_R.
What. A recent example of the weaponization of social media platforms is the automated spear
phishing framework on Twitter [71]. Similar studies [11, 72] explained this highly sophisticated
method for leveraging Twitter to generate large-scale phishing campaigns. The Social Network
Automated Phishing with Reconnaissance (SNAP_R) system is an automated end-to-end spear
phishing generator using Twitter as target communication channel. The goal is to automate the
spear phishing process in order to create targeted spear-phishing attacks at a much larger scale
with high success rates. In traditional phishing attacks, attackers use an existing framework for
social engineering, called a Social Engineer Toolkit (SET), which contains multiple attack vectors
and allows attackers to make an attack in a fraction of the time. Despite the fact that it can automate
the payload of the phishing process, the phishing message has not yet been tailored to the target.
How. The authors [71] used a RNN to demonstrate the automation of the attack payload in the
phishing process and leveraged data science to target users with personalized phishing messages.
Consequently, the attack learned to tweet phishing posts targeted at only specific users to create
automatic targeted spear-phishing attack. This is how SNAP_R works: (1) Target discovery. Using
k-means clustering method, the authors clustered a list of Twitter accounts into groups based on
their public profiles and their level of social interaction, such as metrics for numbers of retweets
and followers in order to discover the high value targets. (2) Automated spear phishing. When
targets are determined, then the attack automatically spreads tailored, machine-generated posts
with an embedded link-shortened URL. The NLP approach can be utilized to identify topics the
target is interested. Thus, to generate the content of the posts, it employs both Markov models and
Long Short-Term Memory Networks (LSTMs), which learn to predict the next word from previous
context in the posting history of the target. Moreover, features like the frequency of their posting
are extracted for successful phishing results.
When. The selection of high-value targets could happen in the “Reconnaissance” phase, where the
attacker tries to understand and classify the targets based on specific criteria. Then, by training
the model appropriately, it can learn from previous successful spear phishing campaigns and
use relevant topics to embed the malicious payload in order to generate personalized phishing
messages that the targeted victim might respond to. This action can happen in the “Weaponization”
phase, where the attacker can generate tailored machine-generated tweets for large-scale phishing
campaigns.
Where. The impact of social bots, which are enabled by advanced sophisticated AI capabilities,
is that they can deploy more powerful, large-scale disinformation campaigns and coordinated
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automatic social engineering attacks. As a promising target, Seymour and Tully [71] conducted
spear phishing in the Twitter social environment by taking advantage of the bot-friendly API,
which shortened links to conceal the phishing URL and the short posts, and obtained access to
plenty of personal data.
Defense. In general, Twitter can discover the automated spam with phishing links. However,
combined with spear phishing, this can be successful before it is restricted by Twitter. Therefore,
this needs greater awareness to develop suitable defenses.

DeepPhish.
What. DeepPhish [7] is an AI algorithm that produces new synthetic phishing URLs by learning
patterns from the most effective URLs in historical attacks. The goal is to generate more effective
phishing URLs to bypass AI detection systems and to launch better phishing attacks. Traditionally,
attackers used randomly generated segments to generate phishing URLs. However, this automated
process using randomly generated URLs was easily found by reactive methods, e.g., blacklist of
malicious URLs, and proactive methods using ML for URL classification.
How. Bahnsen et al. [7] demonstrated how attackers can enhance the efficiency and success rate of
phishing attacks, by using LSTM model to implement a phishing URL classifier, and to generate
new effective synthetic phishing URLs. This is how DeepPhish works: (1) Phishing DB exploration.
First, they explore a database of phishing URLs used as a phishing attack repository to understand
the creation strategy of different attackers, and measure their effectiveness rate at bypassing the
detection system. (2) DeepPhish creation. The model LSTM receives the effective URLs from histori-
cal attacks as input. The model training is implemented with the classification that is performed by
a sigmoid layer, which classifies URLs as legitimate or malicious for phishing purposes (a phishing
URL classifier). Finally, a random segment from the initial text with the effective URLs is used as
a seed sentence and the algorithm predicts the next character iteratively. Thus, in the learning
process, it first tries to understand patterns within characters’ URL sequence and then generates
the new synthetic URLs with high possibilities of bypassing detection mechanisms.
When. The generation of new synthetic URLs can happen in the “Weaponization” phase. Moreover,
in the “Delivery” phase, the attacker attempts to avoid detection and protect the malicious infras-
tructure when the attack tries to transmit the phishing URL to the target.
Where. Therefore, the weaponization of AI models to bypass AI-based phishing detection systems
can enhance the effectiveness of phishing attacks.
Defense. Bahnsen et al. [7] proposed a potential defense, by incorporating the new synthetic URLs
and automatically retraining the AI phishing detection systems.

Fake reviews attack.
What. In today’s online world, many concerns about the trustworthiness of online information
sources exist due to fake reviews and misinformation. A recent example [88] shows a new attack
powered by AI to replace human workers in order to improve the attack success rates. The attacker’s
goal was to create fake reviews that are highly indistinguishable from the human-written ones. In
similar traditional attacks, called crowdturfing campaigns, attackers pay human writers to perform
illegal actions online, such as writing highly deceptive fake reviews to spread misinformation to
manipulate the crowd’s opinion. Since writers are real humans, they can make reviews appear real
and therefore undetectable by automated detection tools due to user-perceived features. However,
such attacks require significant cost and are not scalable. If an attacker produces a mass flow of
new reviews, it will be detected as a suspicious sign of large-scale opinion manipulation campaigns.
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How. Yao et al. [88] proposed an automated review attack by leveraging a DNN-based language
model to produce realistic content for online reviews, which are indistinguishable from those
created by real humans. This is how an automated review attack works: (1) Generating initial
reviews. First, a generative character-level RNN model, called LSTM, is trained on a real dataset
of reviews about restaurants. After the training process, a set of initial reviews is generated by
obtaining the likelihood distribution that predicts which characters are possible to come next based
on the previous characters. (2) Review customization. A customization component modifies the
RNN-generated initial reviews to capture particular information about the restaurant’s domain.
To achieve this, Yao et al. [88] proposed an automated strategy for noun-level word replacement
to produce the final tailored fake reviews, and this is composed of three steps: (i) choose domain-
specific keywords that identify the context; (ii) identify nouns in domain-related reviews that are
relevant to keywords; and (iii) replace the relevant nouns in the initial review with the replacement
nouns found previously.
When. The generation of tailored fake reviews, which are customized to specific target domains,
could happen in the “Weaponization” phase. Moreover, in the “Delivery” phase, the attacker can
control the review generation rate, which can make the attack undetectable by automated tools.
Where. The target platform was the user-generated review site Yelp for e-commerce services. The
attack specifically targeted the restaurant reviews domain. Therefore, the impact of these advances
can serve as a new type of attacks, which are more powerful, highly scalable and undetectable, due
to their ability to adjust the specific flow and timing of reviews and their quality of writing.
Defense. The proposed defense scheme determines whether a given review is real or fake by
comparing its character-level distribution. Yao et al. [88] explained that “due to the information
loss inherent in the machine-generation process”, the character-level distribution would seem to
diverge from the real reviews. This approach works for character-level RNN, but not for word-level
distributions, which are harder to model afterwards.

5.1.5 Adversarial training. Despite the fact that AI could be applied to malware detection, by
recognizing malicious patterns in a smarter way, two case studies [4, 43] showed its offensive
capabilities through automation of generating adversarial examples against ML-based detection
algorithms. Moreover, another study [63] showed the automation of service tasks in cyber-offense
that reaches out to learn its own malicious tasks.

MalGAN.
What. A study [43] proposed an algorithm based on GAN, called MalGAN. MalGAN generates
adversarial malware examples in order to bypass ML-based black-box malware detection systems.
The goal is to use adversarial techniques to bypass malware detection systems, which adopt ML-
based malware detection algorithms. Traditionally, ML-based malware detection algorithms use
hand-crafted rules to generate adversarial examples, which can be detectable.
How. Hu and Tan [43] demonstrated a black-box attack using GAN to transform original samples
into adversarial examples, which are more complex and effective at fooling the ML-based malware
detection algorithms. This is how MalGAN works: The generative network G transforms original
malware samples into adversarial malware examples by adding some noise. The substitute detector
is trained by the adversarial malware examples from the G and samples of benign programs to be
able to classify the program as malicious or benign. It is used to fit the black-box malware detector.
Thus, this adversarial training helps to minimize the probability of generated adversarial examples
being detected.
When. The G is trained to minimize the probability of the adversarial examples being detected and
lead the substitute detector to misclassify malicious programs as benign. This action can happen
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in the “Delivery” phase, where the attacker attempts to avoid detection from ML-based malware
detection algorithms, which can be integrated into an antivirus or malware detector even on the
cloud side.
Where. The impact is to decrease the detection rate and effectively bypass the malware detector
systems. The evaluation of results [43] showed high success rates in fooling such types of defensive
methods for malware detection. For example, an attack that classifies software containing malware
as benign bypasses malware detection systems effectively.
Defense. A defensive approach is to retrain the black-box malware detector based on generated
adversarial malware examples. However, even if the detector is updated with retraining of MalGAN,
new adversarial malware examples will be generated and remain undetectable until the next update.

DeepDGA.
What. DeepDGA [4] is an automated method for generating adversarial malware domains using
GAN, which are difficult to detect even with the use of a deep learning (DL)-based detector. The
goal is to optimize the process of generating malware domains in order to remain undetectable
and bypass malware detectors. In traditional attacks, cybercriminals (botnet operators) use domain
generation algorithm (DGA) to create domain names that can be useful to establish C2 connections
in order to communicate with malware-infected machines.
How. The domains are usually produced pseudo-randomly by simpler DGAs. Anderson et al. [4]
proposed a DL-based DGA architecture, which optimizes the pseudo-random generation of adver-
sarial domain names. The domain autoencoder framework is reused for a different purpose into
GAN by taking advantage of its ability to generate domains that cause uncertainty for the detector
model. This is how DeepDGA works: The DGA language model generator is trained with a list
of pseudo-random seed domains and learns to generate new adversarial malware domain names
that seem valid. It is a character-based generator, which tries to mimic the distribution of real
Alexa domain names. The DGA detector learns to distinguish the generator’s adversarial malicious
domains from legitimate ones.
When. The adversarial training produces domains that have lower probabilities of being detected
by a DGA classifier. This action can happen in the “Delivery” phase, where the attacker, by spread-
ing malware domains, attempts to avoid detection from a DGA detector, which tries to detect
human-crafted from machine-generated domain names.
Where. The impact of a GAN-based attack is to use multiple adversarial rounds to increase the
success rate of undetected adversarial malware domains.
Defense. The defender system should obtain a blacklist with all possible domains to prevent the
malicious C2 connection. However, using these adversarial generated domains to augment training
datasets to harden ML algorithms, such as a random forest classifier, can improve the performance
of DGA detector in detecting new malware domains.

DeepHack.
What. DeepHack [63] is an open-source AI-based hacking tool, which learns to break into the
databases of web applications through reinforcement learning (RL) without any prior knowledge
of the system. The goal is to augment existing hacking tools trying to learn how to hack by
taking advantage of the fuzzing logic to automate tasks. Traditionally, the attacker can write some
instructions that perform malicious actions in the source code, programming it to learn how to
hack. Because of the deterministic relationship between the code and the actions, it is possible to
reverse engineer any action in order to figure out how the action was decided.
How. Researchers from Bishop Fox worked with a neural network (NN) used in RL to move beyond
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the traditional way and do hackingwithout programming. It learned how to exploit vulnerabilities in
a bank website with a Structured Query Language (SQL) database behind it. This is how DeepHack
works: The NN takes an incomplete sequence string and decides what the next character in this
sequence is, based on the data that it has seen in the past. The training dataset uses labeled data to
understand the syntax of SQL queries. Every time it sends a request and takes actions, it is rewarded
with a Boolean-based response from the remote server. This can give new knowledge to the model
about the target system, whether the data is correct or not. Being able to ask the server many times
and trying to learn what letter should come next in the sequence until the desired information
is extracted from the database can optimize the taken decisions. The whole process is repeated
iteratively by brute forcing character by character.
When. This action can happen in the “Exploitation” phase, where the attacker can compromise the
system by allowing the algorithm to learn how to exploit multiple kinds of vulnerabilities.
Where. Web applications with SQL databases behind them were the target for the specific tool.
Due to the black-box nature of AI programs, it is difficult to find out why the model made those
decisions. Therefore, the impact can be stealing private information from databases automatically,
when an NN can learn on its own to be good at hacking.
Defense. Defenses have not been implemented yet. However, researchers raised awareness for the
need to defend against these types of AI-based hacking tools.

5.2 AI-Based Cyber Threat Framework
Bruce Schneier recently wrote about the attack and defense balance of AI technologies [70].
Although AI is the most promising technology for cyber security, he pointed out that both attack
and defense will benefit from them. Traditionally, machine superiority excels at scope, speed,
and scale against humans, who are good at thinking and reasoning. The prerequisite to deal
with AI-based cyber attacks is a full understanding of the attackers’ strategies. To improve the
understanding of AI-based cyber attacks, we propose a three-tier cyber threat framework that
allows security engineers to effectively study these threats’ classifications and their impact. Our
proposed framework is an adversary-focused framework, describing the actions from the adversary
perspective.

5.2.1 Structure of the framework. The proposed multi-dimensional framework has a hierarchical
conceptual approach, called the “AI-Based Cyber Threat Framework,” with the goal to reveal the
AI-based attack roadmap. Figure 4 illustrates the general structure of the proposed framework and
shows how the framework classifies the state-of-the-art research examples of AI-based cyber attacks.
We started by formalizing the progression of the cyber attack process. The first tier discovers when
an attacker can achieve his malicious objectives based on the cyber attack life cycle, and represents
what the attacker’s intent is and the type of AI technology used as a malicious tool for conducting
the malicious actions, according to each phase of the cyber attack life cycle. The second tier is an
impact-based classification of the malicious use of AI technologies, which shows its potential impact
depending on which attack stage is applied. Finally, the classification of defensive approaches
is represented in the third tier. A more detailed explanation of the three tiers is provided in the
following three subsections.

5.2.2 Tier 1: Attack stages and their objectives. The highest dimension of structure is the seven
stages of the Cyber Kill Chain [45], which tries to answer the question of when an attacker can
achieve his malicious objectives based on the cyber attack life cycle. This helped us show a graphical
representation of the required steps to launch an AI-based cyber attacks.We divided the seven stages
into three major divisions: (i) planning, (ii) intrusion, and (iii) execution. Planning is composed of
the reconnaissance and weaponization stage, conducting research about the target, and the process
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Table 4. Case studies of AI-based cyber attacks - Summary

Article Year Attack Vector Target Category

DeepLocker – Concealing
Targeted Attacks with AI
Locksmithing [22]

2018
Highly targeted and evasive malware, which
hides its attack payload without being
detected until it reaches a specific target.

Video conferencing
applications

Next-generation
malwareAvailability Attacks on Computing

Systems through Alteration of
Environmental Control: Smart
Malware Approach [16]

2019

Self-learning malware, which is able to induce
indirect malicious attacks that masquerade as
accidental failures on computing
infrastructure by compromising the
environmental control systems.

Computing
infrastructure

Using AI to Hack IA: A New
Stealthy Spyware Against Voice
Assistance Functions in Smart
Phones [89]

2018

Attacking framework to record the activation
voice stealthily by adopting NLP techniques,
and to play the activation voice of user by
designing an IED module.

Voice assistants Voice synthesis

Artificial Intelligence-Based
Password Brute Force Attacks [80] 2018

Next-generation AI-based password brute
force attacks by constructing the attacking
dictionary in a more intelligent way based on
prior passwords.

Computer
authentication systems Password-

based attacks

PassGAN: A Deep Learning
Approach for Password
Guessing [41]

2018
Fully automated password guessing technique
based on GAN, by learning the distribution
from actual password leaks.

Password-based
systems

Weaponizing data science for
social engineering: Automated
E2E spear phishing on Twitter [71]

2016

A highly automated method of end-to-end
spear phishing, by discovering high-value
targets and spreading personalized
machine-generated content automatically.

Twitter

DeepPhish: Simulating Malicious
AI [7] 2018

Weaponization of ML algorithm with the goal
of learning to create better phishing attacks
and making it undetectable from detection
systems.

AI phishing detection
systems Social bots

Automated Crowdturfing Attacks
and Defenses in Online Review
Systems [88]

2017
A new automated review attack for large-scale
users’ opinion manipulation, using
DNN-based fake review generation.

User-generated review
sites

Generating Adversarial Malware
Examples for Black-Box Attacks
Based on GAN [43]

2017

Automated approach based on GAN for
generating adversarial examples to bypass
ML-based black-box malware detection
systems.

ML-based black-box
malware detection
systems

Adversarial
trainingDeepDGA: Adversarially-tuned

domain generation and
detection [4]

2016
An automated generation of malware domains
using GAN that learns to bypass malware
detection mechanisms powered by DNNs.

DGA classifier

Weaponizing Machine Learning:
Humanity was overrated
anyway [63]

2017
A new ML hacking tool “DeepHack,” which
learns to break into web applications using
NNs and reinforcement learning.

Web applications

of weaponizing deliverables. Intrusion describe the process of delivering, exploiting, and installing
the malicious payload in order to gain access to the target. Finally, a successful intrusion moves
to execution, in which the adversary often establishes paths and acts to achieve his objectives. In
addition, each stage describes the capability of an adversary to attack the system by the malicious
use of AI technologies.We highlighted the usage of AI’s advantages in cyber-offense in the following
categories:

• AI-targeted: Sophisticated attacks depend on a well-prepared planning phase. The ability
of AI to understand, interpret, and find patterns in vast amounts of data can be used to
provide in-depth analysis and to create targeted exploration processes by overcoming human
limitations. For example, in the case of SNAP_R [71], the selection of the most valuable
targets to send the phishing messages to was done using the k-means clustering method.
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Fig. 4. AI-Based Cyber Threat Framework.

• AI-aided:Developments in AI can contribute to weaponization by replicating the abilities
of human beings. Studies have shown that it is able to understand human natural language
in order to create personalized messages that contain malicious payload. For instance, in the
case of a fake reviews attack [88], the RNN-generated deceptive fake reviews generate fully
adjusted attack payloads for opinion manipulation campaigns.
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• AI-concealed: Transmission of the malicious payload can utilize more stealthy techniques
to remain undetectable and concealed for long periods. For example, in the case of Deep-
Phish [7], the generation of phishing URLs using LSTM was sufficient enough to remain
undetectable by detection systems.

• AI-automated: After gaining access to the target, the growing use of AI capabilities can
increase the number of attackers who are able to carry out the attack, avoiding the need
for human resources. The use of botnet could comprise autonomous decision-making
bots that can expand the attack at greater length. For example, in the case of DeepHack [63],
another way was found to exploit vulnerabilities using RL, by learning on its own how to do
hacking.

• AI-evolved: The use of an automated self-propagating malware spreads the infection by
repeating the same or similar discovery and exploitation with new hosts, enabling access
across other parts of the network. The malware propagation behavior tries to affect as many
nodes as possible, although direct infection of a few critical control nodes may cause greater
damage.

• AI-multilayered: The need for persistent access for monitoring could be achieved by the
ability of AI to learn independently based on inputs from the environment and there-
fore to control aspects of the targets’ behavior automatically. For example, in the case of
DeepLocker [22], the unlocking of attack conditions was done using DNN when the target
was identified.

• AI-massive: The required actions to successfully achieve the attacker’s objectives can in-
clude data breach, extortion schemes, destruction attacks, disruption attacks, and repurpose
attacks [25]. Massive attacks require coordinated action and the participation of AI in at least
one stage of each of the three major divisions: planning, intrusion, and execution.

5.2.3 Tier 2: Impact classification of malicious AI. From the framework, an impact-based classi-
fication of AI-based attacks is derived as three different levels: Finely-targeted, Automated, and
Large-scale. This analysis is based on three characteristics, namely scope, speed, and scale that
computers traditionally excel at better than humans [70]. The Finely-targeted class refers to the
scope of identification of particular kinds of attack patterns from large datasets. An adversary can
acquire a more accurate target list to adapt his attack strategy. In the Automated class, an adversary
can launch attacks in milliseconds. So here, speed outperforms by defeating other machines faster
than can be done manually by humans. Finally, the Large-scale class comprises both characteristics
from the Finely-targeted and Automated classes in order to automatically infect millions of devices
with the desired features to increase the attack success rate. The classification shown in Figure 5
indicates the potential impact related to which attack stage is affected by the malicious use of AI.

Fig. 5. Impact-based classification of malicious AI.
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5.2.4 Tier 3: Classification of proposed defense methods. Defending against AI-based cyber attacks
cannot be done by a simple solution or a single tool. There is a need for an in-depth defensive
approach in the whole cyber attack life cycle to combat the intelligence. Therefore, it is very impor-
tant to research potential offensive AI capabilities used in attacks and establish some theoretical
best practices for defense. Based on our observation on attackers’ objectives, we categorize possible
defense methods of AI-based cyber attacks into three major categories based on the common
objective features of the stages in the phases of planning, intrusion, and execution: (i) interpretation
module, (ii) detection module, and (iii) self-defense module. In each category, we propose some
potential measures that could be considered, as shown in the third tier of Figure 4.

One of the first steps to defending against AI-based cyber attacks is to understand your target and
your enemy. Hence, the interpretation module focuses on behaviors by creating an environmental
map for the standard behavior and an attack surface to establish AI-behavioral attack patterns. The
detection module focuses on autonomously detecting the presence of malicious activity based on
the fingerprint for every application in the previous module. The decision rules are triggered by
the established patterns of malicious behavior to detect deviations from a normal behavior profile.
For instance, the attack botnet detection rate can be improved by applying LSTMs to detect unseen
botnet traffic based on behavioral analysis [79]. After the intrusion, the self-defense module could
develop the ability of self-learning the optimal defense strategy. To address the issue of intelligent
self-learning adversarial behavior, security analysts should consider applying the same strategy
in order to determine defensive actions towards the field of RL, according to the environmental
map and attack surface [57]. Moreover, efforts from the organization OpenC2 [60] to develop
standard-driven orchestration language for machine-to-machine communication to enable faster
attack responses, contribute to the vision of more accurate, automated, and coordinated cyber
defense approaches.
The adversaries are improving their attack strategy through automation, so the only efficient

way to mitigate such attacks at machine speed is with automation. Defenders need to be faster, by
developing defensive options in a time frame that prevents the attacker from accomplishing his
objectives. Therefore, defensive AI is related to rapid response to both detection and remediation
and to self-learning in defending the system, which will increase its potential to work effectively in
the game of AI offense and defense.

5.3 A Smart Grid Scenario
The main purpose of this section is to demonstrate how to generalize our proposed framework with
the goal of identifying new attacks to develop proper defenses. Our framework raises the awareness
that any system can be a potential target of AI-based cyber attacks. Although the current AI-based
cyber attacks do not target sCPS yet, we believe CPS, and especially sCPS, are vulnerable to those
attacks. We hereby use a hypothetical attack scenario on a smart grid infrastructure to explain
how the framework can be used to identify new attacks in terms of the malicious use of AI. The
proposed framework is based on the traditional Cyber Kill Chain, but goes beyond that because
the latter does not consider advanced attacks such as AI-based cyber attacks, and hence cannot
properly identify them in order to develop appropriate defenses. Therefore, having an AI-based
cyber threat classification according to the attack stages can facilitate the design of appropriate
mitigation strategies such as those proposed in our framework based on interpretation, detection,
and self-defense actions.

Smart Grid (SG) is a cornerstone for all critical infrastructures. If power is unavailable for a long
enough time, all other critical functions of the city will also be hit. As defined in [32], “a smart
grid is an electricity network that can cost-efficiently integrate the behavior and actions of all users
connected to it – generators, consumers, and those that are both – to ensure an economically efficient,
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sustainable power system with low losses and high levels of quality and security of supply and safety.”
To realize the SG architecture, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) provided
a model, as shown in Figure 6, which shows all the possible roles involved in the SG.

Fig. 6. The NIST Conceptual Model for SG [58].

With the integration of ICT in the SG infrastructure, we have more cyber dependency interactions
on critical applications and infrastructures. The state of operation depends on information transmit-
ted through the infrastructure via electronic links. Outputs of one infrastructure are inputs to the
other infrastructure and “the commodity passed among the infrastructure assets is information” [62].
More precisely, in an SG, several smart systems interact with the SG to manage city services
and infrastructures more efficiently by processing all the necessary data to make decisions. The
electrical infrastructure can ensure resilient delivery of energy to supply many functions to other
critical infrastructures and all of them are dependent on its proper operation, as shown in Figure 7.
An attack on the SG infrastructure is liable to have an immediate effect on other infrastructures
such as transportation systems, hospitals, industrial production, and even aviation [54].

Fig. 7. Vulnerable interdependent sectors under cyber-physical attacks on the SG [39].

Therefore, ongoing developments in technologies are continuously discovering new threats to
sCPS and especially critical infrastructures operating via Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) systems with significant impacts. Sensors extract real-time information from electricity,
water, gas, fuel, communications, and transportation and then send the information through the
controllers deployed in the field to the control center [54]. Data is the fuel of an SG, and AI-driven
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data technologies could operationalize the analysis of data into valuable information. However, the
malicious use of AI means that anyone can compromise nodes and then control these slaves of
automated decisions makers. An adversary could take advantage of the interdependencies across
critical infrastructure systems, particularly the reliance on information technologies, and change
the system’s behavior to a malicious state.
The goal of this hypothetical scenario is to illustrate that an AI-massive cyber attack on an SG

could have cascading effects from interruption of services onto multiple sectors, in order to provide
awareness of new potential threats and help critical supply utilities deploy suitable defenses.

5.3.1 AI Attack Scenario. In our scenario, the adversary demonstrates a variety of capabilities
to perform his malicious activity against the SG as a multi-stage intrusion on multiple critical
infrastructure sectors. To simplify the explanation, we limited our focus to the distribution domain
of the SG and its interaction with the customer domain through smart metering infrastructure.
The advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) is a basic component of an SG and aims to handle
the communication between utility smart meters and the utility company. AMI is a system that
belongs to the distribution domain and consists of data collectors, head-end systems, smart meters,
and meter data management (MDM) systems.
In this scenario, there is a compromised data collector in a wide area network (WAN) that has

bidirectional connections with other data collectors and field smart meters devices for electricity
and information flows. Data collectors are responsible for collecting energy consumption data from
smart meters, and sending it to the control center. Therefore, a compromised data collector with
a worm implanted can “propagate in the network infrastructure to infect other data collectors and
proceed to impact the connected smart meters” [37]. It can aggregate massive data collected and
then control smart meters by sending malicious commands like disconnect requests. The inclusion
of the most critical dependencies and the automation of intrusion could create an AI-massive
attack. Figure 8 shows the application of our proposed framework by illustrating the offensive AI
capabilities through automation of traditionally manual processes, allowing the attacker to conduct
an attack on a larger scale, and some proposed corresponding defenses.

The following analysis provides a high-level overview of threat actors’ activities within the cyber
attack life cycle:
Stage 1: Reconnaissance
An improved target’s reconnaissance could use AI for observing the normal behavior and operations
related to the distribution infrastructure that has interdependecies with other sectors. Here, an
adversary can acquire topological, structural, and operational information about the distribution
network from sensor measurements to identify critical relationships with the intended targets.
In general, sensor measurements are aggregated and processed by distributed data collectors at
different locations in the SG. Investigation of the topology can reveal multiple critical attack schemes.
Then, the attacker is able to determine the most critical lines in a local grid that can influence other
interdependent sectors. In the transmission domain, studies [40, 90] used the heuristic risk graph
methods to transform massive amounts of data into a risk and an influence graph, respectively, that
describe the critical paths revealing cascading failures. Moreover, a data-driven approach based
on RL is proposed to identify the critical attack sequence against sequential topology attacks [87].
Since the connection among different critical infrastructure assets are complex, AI technologies
could help threat actors identify AI-targeted attack patterns in large amounts of data.
Stage 2: Weaponization
The proper timing for attacks that are launched in a sequential manner is critical for achieving
large-scale impacts. For instance, study [83] showed that attacks launched on the nodes with the
highest or lowest loads can have different impacts for network robustness. The attacker can use
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Fig. 8. Application of proposed framework on the SG scenario.

AI to design a recognition module to determine the right time to launch the AI-aided attack on
target nodes to trigger cascading effects as described in Stealthy Spyware [89]. The attacking
commands will be embedded in this adjusted malicious payload that generates unusual behaviors
to disconnect devices from energy utility. The data collector contains its own local web server
and is browser-controlled, making it easy to configure via the Internet [74]. Threat actors can
develop watering holes to embed the malware such as websites related to critical infrastructure
with malicious content that looks as legitimate. Moreover, the threat actors can use advanced
password-cracking techniques as Trieu and Yang et al. [80] described, and PassGAN [41] to obtain
correct passwords.
Stage 3: Delivery
Throughout the spear-phishing email campaign, the threat actor can adapt his abnormal behavior
“on the fly” based on the target environment to compromise other collectors. The malicious payload
is contained in a shortened URL that, when clicked, will trigger malicious commands. To hide
its malicious activity, the payload can be concealed by using AI-concealed techniques to evade
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detection because the identification of malware by reverse-engineering is difficult to perform, as
described in DeepLocker [22].
Stage 4: Exploitation
The adversary can take advantage of the interconnection of millions of smart meters and build
a botnet by compromising high-value target devices to automatically distribute the malicious
payload. When it is injected into the data controller, it can launch an AI-automated attack by
directly sending the attacking commands to harm multiple critical infrastructures. Therefore, these
large-scale distributed sensors are at risk of malicious hackers turning them off all at once [5, 37].
Stage 5: Installation
The attacker may infect as many nodes as possible in favor of the autonomous decisions that
AI-evolved self-propagating malware is able to make.
Stage 6: Command & Control
An attacker commonly tries to establish a channel for further communication. However, by using
AI techniques, no C2 channel will be needed, as described in DeepLocker [22]. Due to the already
inserted target attributes, the malware knows when it will be unlocked across different types
of nodes. Therefore, it is an AI-multilayered attack that can provide access to other system
components automatically and remotely.
Stage 7: Actions on Objectives The successful AI-massive attack in an AMI topology will cause
large-scale disruption throughout an entire city based on the cascading effects to other domains,
indirectly by the energy infrastructure. Energy disconnections can lead to interruption of services,
which will have strong impacts on a city’s stability.

6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Comparison with related work
AI is already being used to defend against cyber attacks in different ways, ranging from malware
classification, finding anomalous network traffic, and botnet traffic identification to phishing
detection. For instance, when classifying malicious binaries, an algorithm can train itself through
known benign and malicious examples to classify new activities as benign or malicious without
requiring prior description of them. However, every invention has a dark side. Adversaries could
take advantage of it. An adversary could combine AI technologies with existing cyber attack
techniques to expand the cyber threat landscape.

This paper aims to provide an overview of the state-of-the-art AI-based cyber attacks for a better
understanding of advanced attack vectors that use AI maliciously throughout the different stages
of the cyber attack life cycle. There is little research related to the ways in which AI can be used as
a malicious tool by adversaries. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to provide a full
description of “AI-based cyber attacks” regarding the intersection of AI and malicious intents. It is
the first review of AI methods used for offensive purposes. Our work contributes to an analysis of
intended AI-driven attacks in cyber-offense compared with other similar studies that we explained
in Section 3, which were mainly focused on general AI risks. Floridi [31] argued that AI does not
mean only intelligent machines but also the intelligent way in which machines work. Therefore,
the intelligent behavior of a machine is defined from its outcomes, including self-learning and
autonomous actions. With beneficial AI applications, it is critical to be aware of the “dark side” in
the cases when they are used maliciously.

We presented the first classification that targets deliberate actions in which AI can be used as an
instrument in supporting malicious activities. Our framework raises the awareness to continue
this work by discovering other problems that may lead to malicious AI along with appropriate
solutions to such threats. Existing classifications [81, 82, 85] focused generally on AI risks and
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mostly from the safety point of view. For example, they focus on risks of creating or modifying
an AI system to be dangerous, and not on how to use AI as an adversarial tool to attack more
accurately and efficiently. However, our framework shows that even traditional systems can also
be weaponized by the intentional malicious use of AI. However, the list of attack objectives in the
proposed framework may be incomplete. It is possibly missing other predictions of AI offensive
capabilities.

Our proposed AI-based cyber threat framework based on the Cyber Kill Chain offers a structured
way to describe AI attacks and their behaviors. In general, the Cyber Kill Chain provides better
understanding on the offensive actions of a cyber attacker, allowing defenders to develop appropriate
defense strategies against the steps the attacker goes through to execute an attack. Similarly, the
application of our framework can facilitate the understanding of AI offensive capabilities to identify
opportunities to disrupt an AI-based cyber attack in progress. It can be applied for both offensive
and defensive purposes. For instance, in cyber-game exercises, the framework can serve as a way
to build AI attack scenarios for testing the strength of defenses in the target. On the defensive side,
the framework helps better identify possible and more appropriate mitigation strategies that can
compete at a wider scope, at a faster speed and on a larger scale of the AI-based cyber attacks.

So far, AI seems to be one of the most promising technologies for research in information security,
and it plays an important role in cyber crime prevention and detection [24]. Bruce Schneier [70]
said that “both attack and defense will benefit from AI technologies” and as long as computers are
moving into activities that are traditionally done well by humans, it might create new asymmetries
in the attack-defense balance. Our investigation of possible attack schemes using AI maliciously
could serve as an important step to establishing a good combination of cybersecurity, safety, and
resilience properties in a vulnerable system. However, many research examples, which present
these novel attacks, address the need for further research to develop proper defenses.

6.2 Research gaps and recommendations
We have analyzed 11 AI-based cyber attack case studies using AI-driven techniques in their attack
process in literature. We have identified various attack strategies that leverage AI techniques
to maximize their impact, where there is a lack of sufficient mitigation approaches. Most of the
existing solutions focus on enhancing security policies, security control monitoring, andmulti-factor
authentication mechanisms to combat new machine-generated threats, but they are inadequate
to address the increasing speed. Clearly, there are many open problems on how to prevent and
mitigate such advanced threats. In particular, we believe that the most efficient way to fight AI
is using AI in order to compete at scope, speed, and scale. Building autonomous cyber defenses
that learn from experiences during the cyber races between attackers and defenders can reveal the
presence of malicious behavior more efficiently. In this section, we discuss AI-based strategies that
can be used to mitigate AI-based cyber threats.

AI has played an important role in deploying cybersecurity solutions by analyzing activities in
real time to detect and prevent security risks. However, emerging sophisticated threats using AI
maliciously make current defensive approaches inadequate to address the increasing accuracy and
speed. As demonstrated in the AI-based cyber attack case studies, the process of their attack models
integrates learning features, increasing the sophistication level in terms of the advanced planning,
intrusion, and execution strategy. Despite the sophistication of such attacks, the same steps of the
attack strategies can be used for defensive purposes in a supervised manner. This time, the security
engineer has full knowledge of the data collected that flows between several devices and systems.

An important thing that should be taken into consideration is that AI can support the automation
of cyber-defense tasks, such as vulnerability assessment, intrusion detection, incident response,
and threat intelligence processing. Leslie F. Sikos [75], in his book, presented various AI approaches
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to build proactive and reactive defense mechanisms against malicious cyber activities. In terms
of self-adaption and self-learning, AI is utilized to make smarter and more robust cyber defenses
that can anticipate efficiently against attacks. By incorporating reinforcement learning methods, a
system can solve complex and dynamic security problems by learning from its own experiences
through the exploration of its environment. For instance, Nguyen et al. [57] surveyed several deep
reinforcement learning (DRL) methods for autonomous defense strategies, such as autonomous
DRL-based intrusion detection systems and multi-agent DRL-based game theory approaches, to
obtain optimal policies in different attacking scenarios. In particular, Feng and Xu [29] proposed
an optimal DRL-based cyber defense for CPS in the presence of unknown threats. Moreover,
Shamshirband et al. [73] investigated works dealing with computational intelligence approaches in
intrusion detection and prevention systems. To conclude, such potential solutions will not stop the
effectiveness of the AI-based cyber attacks, but will reduce the impact if we identify them on time.

7 CONCLUSION
Threat actors are constantly changing and improving their attack performance with a particular
emphasis on the application of AI-driven techniques in the attack process. This study investigates
the offensive capabilities through automation of traditionally manual processes, allowing attackers
to conduct attacks of a wider scope, at a faster speed, and on a larger scale. In this paper, we
explored research examples of cyber attacks, posed by combining the “dark” side of AI with the
attack techniques. We introduced an analytic framework for modeling those attacks that can
be useful in understanding their context and identified key opportunity areas for the security
community in implementing suitable defenses. Finally, we illustrated a scenario to show that an
sCPS, e.g., smart grid, can be the target of more advanced malicious cyber activity.
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